


INTRODUCTION

*Some of you may notice similarities in this tool and the weight 
loss tool. This is because training styles between weight loss 

and weight gain have very little differences. You will 
see more results either way with the correct meal plan

adjustments! That said, this plan has all of the necessary 
information to help you build a plan to gain 

muscle mass! Let’s get started!

 This tool is a workout plan that you can follow exactly 
as written! This plan is focused on maximal muscle growth while 
keeping body fat gain to a minimum. This tool is designed to give 
you a workout plan that can be used with the meal plan that
you created using the MEN’S BULKING MEAL PLAN TOOL and MACROS 
TOOL. You will learn how to track progress in the gym and make 
adjustments based on how your body is responding to the plan. 
Remember that the training plan and the meal plan need to 
work together to see the most results!
 I have included some options in each workout day of this 
plan. I want to give you a variety of choices to help make this 
plan as custom to you as possible. This is not a custom plan since 
anybody can follow it, but the customization will come from
your choices that I will guide you through below.

        WORKOUT SPLIT

 This workout split is 4-5 days on with 2-3 days rest/
active rest. You will hit every muscle group once per week 
during this split with the exception of arms. You will have the 
option of hitting arms twice per week. If you want to lift 5 days 
per week, then follow the split below. If you want to only lift 4 
days per week, make Day 5 an active rest day instead of an arm 
day.



DAY 1: BACK/BI
DAY 2: CHEST/TRI
DAY 3: LEGS/ABS

DAY 4: SHOULDERS/TRAPS
DAY 5: BI/TRI/FOREARM OR ACTIVE REST

DAY 6: REST OR ACTIVE REST
DAY 7: REST OR ACTIVE REST

 The options that you have to customize this split to you 
are found in the rest days and total days trained. The rest days 
can be complete rest with zero exercise, or they can be active 
rest days. I wanted to give you this option so that you can
modify this split to your body type, experience level, schedule, 
lifestyle, and goals. Some people will recover better than 
others, so they workout every day. Others will require more 
rest and need to take some full days off during the week. 
Regardless, this is your choice; you can include more active 
rest or more complete rest days as needed.
 Lastly, I wanted to give you the option of having a 4 or 5 
workout day week. If you choose to do active rest on day 5, then 
you will still hit each muscle once per week. If you choose to lift 
weights on day 5, then you will be training your arms twice per 
week. Choosing how many days you want to train, and when you 
set up your rest days will allow you to set up the schedule that 
works best for you!

Active rest is any activity that does not involve weight lifting. 
This can be cardio, outdoors activity, sporting events, etc. If 

you are ambitious and want to do active rest for every rest day, 
then I want you to pay close attention to your recovery and your 

progress. If you are sore and not making gainz, then
you may need to incorporate more rest in your plan. I have no 

problem with grinding hard every day, but just remember that 
we damage muscle with training and we actually build muscle 

when we rest!



 It is your choice to customize this plan by incorporating 
your rest days when and where you need them. If you break this 
split down then it is the following: 4-5 workout days and 2-3 
rest days. You have to do the workouts in the order listed, but
you can break them up with rest days in an order that works 
best for you. Let me explain…
 Currently you will workout in a 5on and 2off split. You 
can also do a 2on 1 off; 3on 1 off with the workout order listed. 
You also have the option of turing DAY 5 into a rest day. If you do 
that then you could do a 4on 3off or a 2on 1off; 2on 2off. You have 
plenty of options to make this split fit your weekly schedule!

        CARDIO

 We need to remember that cardio isn’t just a tool for fat 
loss and weight loss; but it is a tool for improving overall 
health and athletic performance as well. Some people stay away 
from cardio when they are trying to build muscle. I don’t think 
this is the best idea unless you are a very hard gainer. You can 
still do cardio and build muscle. Some people use cardio as an 
appetite stimulant and others want to stay in the best shape 
possible. There is one rule to follow regarding cardio and
bulking…the more cardio you do, the more calories you will 
have to eat!
 The amount and type of cardio that you do will depend on 
your body type, cardiovascular shape you are currently in, 
schedule, and overall goals. I’m a fan of high intensity interval 
cardio, but I will also use low intensity steady state cardio
from time to time as well. It all depends on the workout day and 
how my body is currently responding to my diet and training 
program. I will break down the frequency (how often) that you 
should do cardio as well as my preferred types of cardio below!

I am giving you the flexibility to take your rest days when 
you need them. You can schedule your rest days at any point 

during the split, just make sure that you follow the workout 
day order; get all 4-5 workout days and 2-3

rest days in each week in the order listed!



             HIGH INTENSITY INTERVAL CARDIO (HIIT)

 High Intensity Interval Cardio is a shorter style of cardio 
that involves periods of higher intensity and periods of lower 
intensity. Some consider this working time and resting time. 
For example, if you were going to do HIIT on a treadmill then you 
would run during the intense interval, and then walk during the
resting interval. Sessions of this type of cardio will typically 
last anywhere from 10-20 minutes at a time. There are plenty of 
articles and pieces of information online about this type of 
cardio if you need further explanation.

       LOW INTENSITY STEADY STATE CARDIO (LISS)

 Low Intensity Steady State Cardio is the exact opposite of 
HIIT. This type of cardio is always low intensity, but is typically 
performed for much longer times than HIIT. There are no 
intervals with LISS and you will use the same low intensity
throughout the entire duration of LISS cardio. This is the 
standard type of cardio that most will do in the gym. Sessions 
for this type of cardio will typically typically last anywhere 
from 30-minutes to 1-hour.

CHOOSING HIGH INTENSITY (HIIT) OR LOW INTENSITY (LISS)

 We need to determine how “in shape” you are. A person who 
struggles to walk up a flight of stairs will likely be doing a 
different type of cardio than somebody who has been training 
to run marathons. It won’t matter what type of cardio or
machine is “best” for your goals if you can’t do it. So we need to 
figure out what you can do based on your current health, and 
then go from there.
 Once you know your capabilities, then you will want to 
base the type of cardio and total frequency around your 
schedule and overall goals while bulking.



GOOD SHAPE – NO TIME

I suggest shorter periods of high intensity cardio. I prefer that 
these sessions are done post-workout so that you don’t 

hinder your performance with the most
important part of your training…weight lifting.

GOOD SHAPE – PLENTY OF TIME

You can opt for a longer session of low intensity cardio if you 
wish. This is also great for post workout cardio. Some even call it a 

“cool down” session after weight lifting. If you don’t like the 
intense style of HIIT cardio, and you have plenty

of time in your schedule, then LISS cardio is for you!

POOR SHAPE – NO TIME

You can do short periods of low intensity cardio. It is unlikely that 
you will be able to do high intensity cardio in poor shape. You can 

gradually work towards performing HIIT as you progress with 
your cardiovascular shape and endurance. Remember that LISS 

is best done in longer periods of time compared to HIIT, but we
have to start somewhere! Do what you can to improve, and then 

incorporate HIIT sessions that fit in with your ability level. 
This would be ideally completed post-workout or during 

a separate time of day. If you have “no time”, then you need to fit
it in where you can. If you are in bad cardiovascular shape, then 

bulking is not the best thing to focus on until you can first improve 
your endurance and overall health!

 



POOR SHAPE – PLENTY OF TIME

Again, do this post workout or fit it in when you can. If you fit in this
category, then longer periods of very low intensity cardio will 

be ideal for you! This is why power walking and other types 
of “easy” activity have become popular. Some activity is better 

than no activity, and you have to learn how to walk before you can
run! There is nothing wrong with this type of cardio, we all have to 

start somewhere and once you master this then you will 
have made progress, improved your health, and unlocked the key 

to be able to make further progress with HIIT style cardio!
 

   CARDIO FREQUENCY (WHEN SHOULD YOU DO IT?)
I prefer to either do cardio post workout, or as a completely 
separate session during the day. You will not have to worry 
about fitting in long cardio sessions while you are trying to 
build muscle mass, so post workout cardio is likely going to be 
the best option for you.
 I do not like to do hard or long cardio sessions before my 
workout because it lowers my strength and endurance for 
weight lifting. I don’t do any cardio before the workout that 
isn’t just considered a light warm up. I believe that the 
weightlifting workout is far more important than the cardio 
workout that you will be doing. It is a lot easier to do cardio 
after the workout than it is to workout after cardio. I am not
claiming that post-workout or separate cardio sessions are 
best for results; I am just saying that I prefer to do things this 
way and listed my reasons above.
 I suggest that the amount of cardio you do each week is in 
relation to your goals. You can do this cardio as a separate 
session from weight lifting, or you can do this post-workout on 
your lifting days.
 I want to break these suggestions down into the following 
categories of people. Find the category that best fits your body 
type and start with these suggestions below:
 



GOOD SHAPE – HARD GAINER
You may want to stick to no more than 10 minutes of HIIT cardio 

3x per week. This will be enough cardio to help keep you in 
good shape, but it won’t be too much cardio that will prevent you 

from building muscle mass.

POOR SHAPE – HARD GAINER
I suggest doing no more than 15 minutes LISS cardio post workout 

on every workout day. This may not be the most ideal situation for 
you as cardio can make it more difficult for you to build muscle mass. 

That said, the truth is that it is more important for you to improve 
your cardiovascular shape and endurance before

attempting to build muscle mass.

GOOD SHAPE – GAINS WEIGHT/FAT EASILY
If you are in good shape, but you have the body type that gains 

weight and fat easily, then you may want to try doing 10-15 minutes 
of HIIT cardio at the end of every workout session. You can adjust 

your calories accordingly, but keeping some cardio in your plan 
will help you stay in good shape and handle the caloric surplus

that you will need to build muscle tissue.

POOR SHAPE – GAINS WEIGHT/FAT EASILY
If you are in poor shape and you have the body type that gains 

weight/fat easily, then you will likely want to do 20-30 minutes of 
LISS cardio at the end of every workout. This will help improve your 

cardiovascular shape as well as keep weight gain down. 
If you don’t have good endurance, and you put on body fat easily,
then it is going to be difficult for you to build lean muscle mass 

without adding excessive body fat. Improving your endurance is the 
first step towards improving your weight training workouts 

and keeping body fat gains to a minimum as you
build muscle tissue.

 



          IF YOU FALL SOMEWHERE IN THE MIDDLE…
 If you don’t gain body fat that easy and your cardio shape 
isn’t the worst, then the amount of cardio you do should fall 
somewhere between the suggestions that I mentioned above. You 
should pick any of the suggested amounts of cardio and then 
modify them accordingly. If you feel that you need more cardio to 
get in better cardiovascular shape then do it! If you think that 
the cardio is preventing you from building muscle, then back it 
off a little bit. Either way adjustments are key!

 These suggestions are simply designed to help you get 
started. You will need to pay attention to how your body is 
responding to the overall plan and then adjust the cardio 
accordingly. Some of you may require zero cardio while others 
might need more frequent cardio sessions for longer periods of 
time. The important part is that you start somewhere, pay 
attention to what your body is doing, and then adjust
from there.
 

                 CARDIO EQUIPMENT AND MACHINES

 You can perform LISS or HIIT cardio with any of the common 
cardiovascular equipment and machines that are found in most 
gyms. It all depends on the type of intensity that you apply and 
the length of time you apply it for.
 I will list some of the most common types of cardio 
equipment and machines as well which type of cardio I feel works 
best with it.

STAIR MASTER – The stair master is usually best done with LISS, 
but it can be done with HIIT as well. HIIT cardio workouts on the 
stair master are one of the hardest types of cardio that you can 
do on a machine.

STATIONARY BIKE – The spin or seated stationary bikes are best 
done with HIIT cardio, as the transition from intense to rest for 
the intervals is easiest on these machines. You can also do LISS 
cardio on the bike, but make sure you adjust the resistance high 
enough. This machine lets you sit, and LISS with low resistance isn’t
going to help you at all.
 



ELLIPTICAL – This machine is equally good for HIIT or LISS cardio.

TREADMILL – The treadmill is fairly universal and HIIT cardio can 
be done on this machine. Adjusting a treadmill speed, incline, etc. 
is difficult. This makes the treadmill better for LISS cardio.

ROWER – The Rower is great for HIIT because most people can’t do 
LISS on a rower for any considerable amount of time. The Rower is 
a pretty intense piece of cardio equipment, so it’s best to do 
shorter HIIT sessions on it. If you’re in good shape to do long LISS 
sessions on the rower then you probably won’t need help with 
weight loss.

BATTLE ROPES – This type of cardio is strictly HIIT. The amount of 
energy you use to do this, and the increase of your heart rate, 
makes this exercise very difficult to do LISS with. It’s best to do 
HIIT with battle ropes.

PLYOMETRICS/CALLISTHENICS – These types of cardio are 
typically best performed with HIIT in mind. Most of these 
exercises are explosive which usually limits how long and 
steady you can do them. Some of the others require holds and
core stability, etc. A person who has mastered callisthenic 
workouts can likely do it for LISS cardio, but just like the expert 
Rowers…they probably won’t need help with weight loss. It’s best 
to save these for HIIT.

SLEDS/TIRES/ETC – These types of workouts are strictly HIIT 
cardio workouts. You could push or pull a sled for a LISS session, 
but it would probably be too difficult to classify that workout as 
LISS cardio. It’s best to consider these HIIT cardio workouts and 
perform them as that.
 



WORKOUT DAYS

I have previously mentioned that you can adjust the rest days 
to fit your schedule. I do want you to keep the workout 

days in this specific order, regardless of where you take 
your rest days though. I have designed this split so that you 

don’t have any overlapping muscle groups on any of the days. 
This means that you will never have a fatigued muscle 

from the previous day affecting your workout. If you keep the
workout days in order, then you can toss the rest days into this 
split as you like while never having a problem with overlapping 

muscle groups. This is the best way that I could give you 
a plan that you can customize for yourself, without leaving

room for error and building a poor performing plan.
 

      DAY 1 BACK/BI

PULL UPS OR DBELL PULL OVER: 3 sets of 8-12 reps with 1 minute 
rest.
*For increased difficulty on pull ups: Make all sets body 
weight (or added weight w/dip belt) to failure.
-If you can’t get 8 reps on the pull ups yet, then do body weight 
to failure. The goal should be to get at least 1 more rep each 
week. If you can do this then you will see progress over time. 
The pull over hits the lats from a different angle, but it is 
also a good starting or finishing exercise for any back day.

LAT PULLDOWN OR HAMMER STRENGTH PULLDOWN: 3 sets of 8-12 
reps with 1 minute rest.
*For increased difficulty: Make the last set a drop set to 
failure.
-These is the machine versions of the pull up, so we hit this 
next to finish off the lats from this angle. You can perform 
either one with a drop set to failure. I prefer the cable lat pull 
down, but some hammer strength (plate loaded) type machines 
have a good range of motion and are worth checking out!



DEADLIFT: 5 sets of 5 reps with 1-3 minutes rest.
-This exercise is the heart of your back day and will likely do 
more to build a bigger
back than the rest of the exercises combined. I want you to 
increase the weight each set so that your 5 th set is the 
heaviest. Once you can get 5 reps with a certain weight
on your 5 th set, then make a note of that and increase the 
weight by 5lbs the next time you deadlift.

BARBELL ROW OR TBAR ROW: 4 sets 8-12 reps with 1 minute rest.
-Both of these movements are great for developing back 
density and thickness. I suggest using double overhand grips 
on these exercises. The underhand grips place too much 
emphasis on the biceps and have a greater risk of injury.

WIDE GRIP CABLE ROW OR SINGLE ARM DBELL ROW: 4 sets of 
8-12 reps with 1 minute rest in between sets.
*For increased difficulty: Make the last set a drop set to 
failure.
-This movement is a great finisher for overall back density 
and thickness, especially in the scapula (shoulder blade) 
area of your back. If you choose the dbell row then you will do 
3 sets of 8-12 reps per arm with 30 seconds rest in between arms.

EZ BAR BARBELL CURL OR EZ BAR CABLE CURL: 4 sets 8-12 reps 30 
seconds rest.
*For increased difficulty: Add a slow eccentric to either lift. 
Add a drop set to failure on the final set for the cable curl.
-This is the key to bicep gainz! You can use a cable stack to 
make a drop set easier. You can go old school with free weights 
that allow you to go heavier. You can make both harder if you 
slow the eccentric part of each rep down to a 3-5 second count.

DBELL HAMMER CURL OR REVERSE GRIP BARBELL CURL: 4 sets 
8-12 reps each arm with 30 seconds rest.
*For increased difficulty: Perform either lift with a 
“thumb-less” grip and squeeze the bar as hard as you can while 
performing the lift.
-Either of these will work the biceps, but it will also work the 
forearms and grip strength. Use the hammer curl so that both 
sides work independently of one another, and use the barbell 
if you want to focus more on grip strength!
 

 



SINGLE ARM DBELL WRIST CURL: 4 sets 20-25 reps each arm with 
30 seconds rest in between arms.
*For increased difficulty: Do not rest while performing all 
4 sets.
-We finish this workout with a few sets of wrist curls to work 
the forearms. This is a muscle group that gets overlooked by 
a lot of people.

     DAY 2 CHEST/TRI

PUSH UPS: 4 sets of 20-25 reps with 1 minute rest.
*For increased difficulty: Perform all 3 sets as bodyweight 
to failure.
-The push up is one of the most underrated exercises. It works 
great as a warm up and will get all the proper muscles of the 
upper body ready for the bench press.

FLAT BARBELL BENCH PRESS: 5 sets of 5 reps with 1-3 minutest 
rest.
-The barbell is great for upper body strength training and 
powerlifting. This is the main heavy compound lift today, so 
focus your strength effort with this movement. You should 
treat the strength progression on this exercise the same as 
you did the deadlift on back day.

BARBELL OR DBELL INCLINE PRESS: 4 sets of 8-12 reps with 1 
minute rest between sets.
-We now want to hit the chest from a different angle. The 
barbell will force the body to work together while the dbell 
allows for each side to work independently of one another.

SMITH MACHINE OR HAMMER STRENGTH DECLINE BENCH: 4 sets of 
8-12 reps with 1 minute rest.
-The decline movements work better than any at working and 
building the pec muscles. I prefer the hammer strength machine 
as it has a fixed path and training to failure is with little risk 
to injury. The smith machine is a close second. If you have a
hammer strength then use it, and if you don’t have one, then 
use the smith machine and a decline bench.

 



CABLE CROSS-OVER OR PEC DECK: 4 sets of 12-15 reps with 30 
seconds rest.
*For increased difficulty: Make the last set a drop set to 
failure.
-This is the finishing movement for the chest. Both of these 
movements are superior to dbell flyes for most people. I 
prefer the cable cross-over since it has a wider range of 
motion, but the pec deck will work just as fine. Make sure to 
really focus on the contraction with either of these 
movements and finish your chest workout on a strong note!

DBELL OR ROPE OVERHEAD EXTENSION: 4 sets of 12-15 reps with 
30 seconds rest.
-The strength curve is different between the cables and 
dbells. Try both and choose the one that allows you to get the 
best pump and best contraction in your triceps. We are 
targeting the triceps with a different movement and from a 
different angle than earlier in the week.

VGRIP OR ROPE PRESSDOWN: 4 sets 8-12 reps with 30 seconds 
rest.
*For increased difficulty: Make the last set a drop set to 
failure.
-The Vgrip will allow you to go heavier and the rope will allow 
you the ability to change the strength curve as you spread the 
rope apart at the bottom of the lift. Both can have an 
increased difficulty applied via a drop set to failure for the 
final set. This is the last exercise for the triceps, and the day, 
so make sure to go hard!

   DAY 3 LEGS/ABS

BULGARIAN SPLIT SQUAT OR STATIONARY LUNGES: 3 sets of 12-15 
reps per leg with 30 seconds rest in between legs.
*For increased difficulty: Use dumbbells to increase resistance.
-These are great movements to start your leg day, or use them 
as a finisher at the end of the workout. We are using them today 
as a tool to warm up the legs prior to getting into the heavier 
movements.

 



                 CARDIO EQUIPMENT AND MACHINES

 You can perform LISS or HIIT cardio with any of the common 
cardiovascular equipment and machines that are found in most 
gyms. It all depends on the type of intensity that you apply and 
the length of time you apply it for.
 I will list some of the most common types of cardio 
equipment and machines as well which type of cardio I feel works 
best with it.

STAIR MASTER – The stair master is usually best done with LISS, 
but it can be done with HIIT as well. HIIT cardio workouts on the 
stair master are one of the hardest types of cardio that you can 
do on a machine.

STATIONARY BIKE – The spin or seated stationary bikes are best 
done with HIIT cardio, as the transition from intense to rest for 
the intervals is easiest on these machines. You can also do LISS 
cardio on the bike, but make sure you adjust the resistance high 
enough. This machine lets you sit, and LISS with low resistance isn’t
going to help you at all.
 

SQUAT OR HACK SQUAT: 5 sets of 8-10 reps with 2 min rest 
between sets.
-The barbell back squat is my preferred exercise here, but for 
those of you that have back or hip problems, you can do the 
hack squat. If you feel that you have small quads in comparison 
to your glutes, then you may also want to use the hack squat as
it targets the quads better than any other compound leg 
exercise.

LEG PRESS OR POWER SQUAT MACHINE: 4 sets of 8-12 reps with 1 
min rest in between sets.
-Both of these movements are on a fixed path compared to the 
free weight from squats. You will be fatigued from the prior 
exercises, but the legs can take a lot of abuse. We want to hit 
them hard with another heavy compound movement here.

STIFF LEG DEADLIFT OR LEG EXTENSION: 4 sets of 12-15 reps with 
1 minute rest.
-I want to give you the option of focusing more on your 
hamstrings or quadriceps
here. If you think you need to build up more hamstrings then 
choose the deadlift; if you feel that you need more quadriceps 
then choose the leg extension.

LYING OR SEATED LEG CURL: 4 sets of 12-15 reps with 30 seconds 
rest.
*For increased difficulty: Slow the eccentric down to a 2-3 
second count each rep.
-You can perform a seated or lying hamstring curl here.

SEATED OR STANDING CALF RAISE: 5 sets of 12-15 reps with 30 
seconds rest.
*For increased difficulty: Perform the last set a drop set to 
failure and/or stretch the calves for 15 seconds each in 
between each set.
-We finish training the legs with calves. Just like the 
forearms, the calves are often forgotten or trained with low 
intensity. Finish your leg workout strong with this exercise.

 



HANGING LEG RAISE, HANGING KNEE RAISE, INCLINE SIT UP, OR AB 
WHEEL:
300 total reps.
-The goal here is to use any one, or a mix of any, of these 
exercises to reach 300 total reps. This can be done in as many 
sets and with as much rest as you need to complete. I 
understand that some of you may not be able to get 300 reps. 
Get as many as you can and make a note of it. Then I want you to 
try and get at least one more rep each leg day until you can 
get 300 reps. All you need is to set a number and then get one 
more rep each week. The progress will come with time!

       DAY 4 SHOULDERS/TRAPS

CABLE OR BARBELL UPRIGHT ROW: 3 sets of 12-15 reps with 30 
seconds rest.
*For increased difficulty: Make the last set a drop set to 
failure.
-Both of these lifts provide a different strength curve than 
either other. The cable version is easier to perform a drop set 
for those looking to do that. The barbell allows for you to 
add more weight if you want to go heavier. This exercise works 
the entire delt along with the traps and small muscles of the 
upper back. Do not worry about raising your elbows above 
your shoulder. Raising them in line with your shoulder or 
slightly below is fine. This exercise will work great to warm 
up the traps and deltoids.

BARBELL OR DBELL SHRUG: 5 sets of 12-15 reps with 1 minute rest.
-Both of these exercises are great to directly hit the traps. 
The barbell works as a compound movement while the dbell 
allows each side to work independently of one another.

 



REVERSE CABLE CROSSOVER OR REVERSE PEC DECK: 4 sets 12-15 
reps with 30 seconds rest in between sets.
*For increased difficulty: Make the last set a drop set to 
failure.
-The pec deck is easier to use as it gives less range of motion 
while targeting the rear delt specifically. The cables are a 
good option for those who don’t have access to the pec deck, 
or feel pain while performing the pec deck. Neither lift is 
better than the other, so choose the one that works best for 
you. I want you to focus on getting a pump in your rear delts 
with this exercise while finishing off the mid traps.

SEATED DBELL MILITARY PRESS OR STANDING BARBELL PUSH PRESS: 
5 sets 8-12 reps with 1-2 minutes rest.
-The shoulders will definitely be warm by this time so be 
careful if you are slightly fatigued. The push press allows for 
some leg drive, so you can use a heavy weight. The seated 
military takes the legs out of the equation and forces you to 
focus purely on the upper body. Both of these will help build 
your shoulders, so you can’t go wrong either way!

DBELL OR CABLE LATERAL RAISE: 4 sets 12-15 reps controlled 
with 30 seconds rest.
-I am giving you the option of doing this lift with dbells or 
cables. The dbells will allow you to use both arms at the same 
time, while the cable will force you to isolate one arm at a time. 
If you can’t get a good pump with dumbbells, then try the cable
and slow things down to focus on the contraction and form of 
the lift! This exercise is here to help “finish” the medial delt.

DBELL OR BARBELL FRONT RAISE: 4 sets of 12-15 reps with 30 
seconds rest.
-The dbell will allow for each side of your body to work 
independently of one another. The barbell will not. This 
exercise is here to help “finish” the front delt after it got hit 
hard with the overhead press.

 



DBELL HAMMER CURL OR REVERSE GRIP BARBELL CURL: 4 sets 
8-12 reps each arm with 30 seconds rest.
*For increased difficulty: Perform either lift with a 
“thumb-less” grip and squeeze the bar as hard as you can while 
performing the lift.
-Either of these will work the biceps, but it will also work the 
forearms and grip strength. Use the hammer curl so that both 
sides work independently of one another, and use the barbell 
if you want to focus more on grip strength!
 

             DAY 5 BI/TRI/FOREARM OR ACTIVE REST

SEATED OR STANDING ALTERNATING DBELL CURL: 4 sets of 8-12 
reps per arm with 1 minute rest.
-If you want to focus on form then I suggest seated, as you are 
forced to use a lighter weight and focus on form. If you want 
to go heavier and use slightly looser form, then perform these 
standing.

DBELL OR CABLE PREACHER CURL: 4 sets of 8-12 reps per arm 
with 30 seconds rest in between arms.
-The dbell and cable machine both allow you to train each 
arm independent of one another, but each have a different 
strength curve. Try both and use the one that gives you the 
strongest contraction and best pump!

CONCENTRATION CURL OR CABLE “FRONT DOUBLE BICEPS” CURL: 
4 sets of 8-12 reps with 30 seconds rest.
*For increased difficulty: Hold the contraction at the top of 
each rep for 2-3 seconds.
-The concentration curl allows you to focus all of your 
effort on one arm at a time. The cable curl mentioned here is 
down with the cable crossover and the pulley adjusted 
towards the top. Each arm works independently of each other, 
but you will perform each rep with both arms at the same time.

DIPS OR DIP MACHINE: 4 sets of 8-12 reps with 1 minute rest.
*For increased difficulty: Make the last set a drop set to 
failure on the machine, or perform dips with your body weight 
to failure with each set.
-This is a well known tricep movement that will target the 
delts and chest as well. Make sure that you keep your torso as 
straight up and down as possible. This will place more 
emphasis on the triceps and less on the chest and front delt.

 



SKULL CRUSHER OR SEATED OVERHEAD EXTENSION: 4 sets of 8-12 
reps with 1 minute rest.
-Both of these will target the triceps in a similar fashion. Choose 
the movement that treats your elbows the best! Be very careful 
with either of these exercises as they can be hard on the elbows…
also, they call them skull crusher’s for a reason…so be careful.

DBELL OR CABLE KICKBACK: 4 sets of 12-15 reps with 30 seconds 
rest.
-Either of these will be performed with one arm at a time. This 
exercise is the finishing movement for the triceps, and it is also a 
movement that hits the triceps from an angle that we haven’t hit 
them with during this workout split.

SINGLE ARM DBELL WRIST CURL: 4 sets 20-25 reps each arm with 30 
seconds rest in between arms.
*For increased difficulty: Do not rest while performing all 4 sets.
-We finish this workout with a few sets of wrist curls to work the 
forearms just like we did earlier in the split.

        DAYS 6 AND 7 REST/ACTIVE REST
 If you did not modify the split then you will end the week 
with 2 rest days that have the option to be active rest days.

    HOME WORKOUT EXERCISES
There may be times when you can’t get to the gym, or you want to 
get some active rest workouts in. Here is a list of exercises that 
you can do from home, a hotel room, or anywhere. If you ever need 
     to make up a workout and can’t go to the gym for any reason, 
then use this list to help keep you on track. This list will prevent 
     you from ever having an excuse to miss a workout.

 



    DAY 2 CHEST/TRI

PUSH UPS: 4 sets of 20-25 reps with 1 minute rest.
*For increased difficulty: Perform all 3 sets as bodyweight 
to failure.
-The push up is one of the most underrated exercises. It works 
great as a warm up and will get all the proper muscles of the 
upper body ready for the bench press.

FLAT BARBELL BENCH PRESS: 5 sets of 5 reps with 1-3 minutest 
rest.
-The barbell is great for upper body strength training and 
powerlifting. This is the main heavy compound lift today, so 
focus your strength effort with this movement. You should 
treat the strength progression on this exercise the same as 
you did the deadlift on back day.

BARBELL OR DBELL INCLINE PRESS: 4 sets of 8-12 reps with 1 
minute rest between sets.
-We now want to hit the chest from a different angle. The 
barbell will force the body to work together while the dbell 
allows for each side to work independently of one another.

SMITH MACHINE OR HAMMER STRENGTH DECLINE BENCH: 4 sets of 
8-12 reps with 1 minute rest.
-The decline movements work better than any at working and 
building the pec muscles. I prefer the hammer strength machine 
as it has a fixed path and training to failure is with little risk 
to injury. The smith machine is a close second. If you have a
hammer strength then use it, and if you don’t have one, then 
use the smith machine and a decline bench.

 

WARM UP: I like to do some light stretching before hand then a 
couple light jog sprints to make sure the muscles are warm.
HIIT SPRINTS: 50 yard sprints is plenty and this can be done in your 
neighborhood or in a local park. Sprint down as fast as you can 
then repeat. Do this for 15 minutes. If done on a treadmill start at a 
brisk walking pace then increase speed to a sprint for 30 seconds. 
Decrease back down to a walking pace for 1 minute. Repeat.
BOX JUMPS: 4 sets of 25 jumps. Adjust box height based on your 
performance. Start low and as your athleticism and agility 
improves find a higher box. All you need for this is something 
sturdy to jump on!
WALKING LUNGES OR STEP UPS ON THE BOX: 5 sets of 15 reps per 
leg with 1 minute rest. Start without weight and then increase as 
you progress. These can be done for distance or stationary in your 
living room.
JUMP ROPE: Start with 30 seconds of consistent jumping rope with 
30 seconds rest. Do this for 10 minutes. As you progress you can 
jump rope for longer (45 secs) and rest for less (15 secs). We want 
to work up to being able to jump rope consistently for several 
minutes at a time without needing a break!
PUSH UPS: The difficulty will vary. I would suggest doing 5 sets of 
as many reps as possible with 1-2 minutes rest in between sets. 
You can do these from your knees until you are strong enough to do 
them from your toes. If you want to increase the difficulty then 
elevate your feet by placing them on the couch.
PLANK: Get into the push up position and hold it for as long as you 
can. Not only will this increase the strength of all the muscles 
used in the push up but it will also strengthen your core. I would 
do 5 sets for as long as you can hold with 30 seconds rest. If you 
can hold a plank for longer than 2 minutes then I would suggest 
adding the plank in during your rest on the other exercises.
AIR SQUATS: These are simply a bodyweight squat. I would suggest 
doing 4 sets of 1 minute. Do as many bodyweight squats as you can 
do in 1 minute. Rest for 1 minute then repeat.

 



CABLE CROSS-OVER OR PEC DECK: 4 sets of 12-15 reps with 30 
seconds rest.
*For increased difficulty: Make the last set a drop set to 
failure.
-This is the finishing movement for the chest. Both of these 
movements are superior to dbell flyes for most people. I 
prefer the cable cross-over since it has a wider range of 
motion, but the pec deck will work just as fine. Make sure to 
really focus on the contraction with either of these 
movements and finish your chest workout on a strong note!

DBELL OR ROPE OVERHEAD EXTENSION: 4 sets of 12-15 reps with 
30 seconds rest.
-The strength curve is different between the cables and 
dbells. Try both and choose the one that allows you to get the 
best pump and best contraction in your triceps. We are 
targeting the triceps with a different movement and from a 
different angle than earlier in the week.

VGRIP OR ROPE PRESSDOWN: 4 sets 8-12 reps with 30 seconds 
rest.
*For increased difficulty: Make the last set a drop set to 
failure.
-The Vgrip will allow you to go heavier and the rope will allow 
you the ability to change the strength curve as you spread the 
rope apart at the bottom of the lift. Both can have an 
increased difficulty applied via a drop set to failure for the 
final set. This is the last exercise for the triceps, and the day, 
so make sure to go hard!

   DAY 3 LEGS/ABS

BULGARIAN SPLIT SQUAT OR STATIONARY LUNGES: 3 sets of 12-15 
reps per leg with 30 seconds rest in between legs.
*For increased difficulty: Use dumbbells to increase resistance.
-These are great movements to start your leg day, or use them 
as a finisher at the end of the workout. We are using them today 
as a tool to warm up the legs prior to getting into the heavier 
movements.

 

GALLON CURLS: As crazy as this sounds I want you to save a couple 
milk jugs. Rinse them well or you’ll regret the smell! You can fill 
them up as much as you can lift. Securely fasten the lid and use 
them as dumbbells for curls. You can also use these for weight 
during the air squats and lunges as well! Remember that weight is 
weight regardless of if it is iron or water. The water will create a 
little instability as well which will increase the difficulty!
BURPEES: Burpees can be torturous! You can do these anywhere! I 
would suggest doing as many as you can for 1 minute and then take 
a minute rest. Repeat this for 4-5 sets!

    Feel free to do all of these exercises or only choose a few. 
Remember that you can still get a great workout done at home! 
  You just have to be a little more creative! Dedication is your 
    only limitation!

TRACKING PROGRESS AND MAKING ADJUSTMENTS
 Tracking progress is essential for any future adjustments. 
You have to know what you have done in order to know when to 
increase weight, increase reps, change exercises, etc. If you don’t 
track, then you won’t have this information on hand to make 
those adjustments.
 I suggest that you get a notebook or use the notepad on 
your phone to track your workouts. You should increase the 
weight used with each set of every exercise. This means that your 
first set will be more like an aggressive warm up, and your last
set will be your heaviest set. Your last set is the only set that 
you need to track. Simply write down the weight used and how 
many reps that you got. If you get more reps than suggested in the 
plan, then increase the weight by 5-10lbs the next time you train 
that exercise. If you get fewer reps than suggested then you will 
need to either strive to get more reps the next time, or lower the 
weight by 5-10lbs. This is a simple way of knowing how and when to 
increase or decrease weight from week to week.

 



SQUAT OR HACK SQUAT: 5 sets of 8-10 reps with 2 min rest 
between sets.
-The barbell back squat is my preferred exercise here, but for 
those of you that have back or hip problems, you can do the 
hack squat. If you feel that you have small quads in comparison 
to your glutes, then you may also want to use the hack squat as
it targets the quads better than any other compound leg 
exercise.

LEG PRESS OR POWER SQUAT MACHINE: 4 sets of 8-12 reps with 1 
min rest in between sets.
-Both of these movements are on a fixed path compared to the 
free weight from squats. You will be fatigued from the prior 
exercises, but the legs can take a lot of abuse. We want to hit 
them hard with another heavy compound movement here.

STIFF LEG DEADLIFT OR LEG EXTENSION: 4 sets of 12-15 reps with 
1 minute rest.
-I want to give you the option of focusing more on your 
hamstrings or quadriceps
here. If you think you need to build up more hamstrings then 
choose the deadlift; if you feel that you need more quadriceps 
then choose the leg extension.

LYING OR SEATED LEG CURL: 4 sets of 12-15 reps with 30 seconds 
rest.
*For increased difficulty: Slow the eccentric down to a 2-3 
second count each rep.
-You can perform a seated or lying hamstring curl here.

SEATED OR STANDING CALF RAISE: 5 sets of 12-15 reps with 30 
seconds rest.
*For increased difficulty: Perform the last set a drop set to 
failure and/or stretch the calves for 15 seconds each in 
between each set.
-We finish training the legs with calves. Just like the 
forearms, the calves are often forgotten or trained with low 
intensity. Finish your leg workout strong with this exercise.

 

 If you find that you hit a strength plateau for several 
weeks on an exercise, then it is time to change that exercise. The 
goal is to constantly be seeing slow and steady increases in 
strength over time. If you are getting stronger in these rep
ranges, then you are certainly building muscle!
 Another thing worth noting is performance and how you 
are physically feeling each workout. If strength and performance 
is going down, and you feel constantly beat up from exercise all 
of the time, then maybe change your rest schedule. Another 
example, If you find that you always feel fatigued the day after
legs, then maybe change the schedule and place your rest day on 
that day.
 If you track the top set of every exercise then you can see 
how your body is responding to the training plan. You can use this 
information to make direct adjustments to your training plan, 
and you can also use this information (along with scale weight 
and progress pictures) to adjust your meal plan if necessary too. 
Just remember, if you don’t track your workouts then you won’t 
be able to accurately make any changes and adjustments to 
either the training or meal plan.

 

CONCLUSION
If you made it through this tool, then you should now have your 

very own training plan to help you with your bulking goals. It is 
my goal to give you a training plan that is easy to follow so that 

you can start to see progress. I also wanted to give you a tool that 
can teach you about how I design training plans and my reasons 

for training the way that I do. I hope that this tool has provided you 
with a great training program, but also with the knowledge to 

help you build other training programs for yourself in the future!
If you have not read the MACROS TOOL and the BULKING MEAL PLAN 

TOOL, then I highly suggest you check those out. They were made to 
compliment this training plan.

Let’s get better together!

 


